We are always looking for new ways to
make everyday tasks easier. Our Kitchen
and Outdoor range provides valuable
assistance for those with a weak grip or
reduced mobility, drawing on feedback
from users and Occupational Therapists.
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Bigfoot Half Step
• Reduces the step height between a door and the ground
• Add one or two support handles for extra stability
• Step adjusts from 4 to 5 inches for the perfect height
The Bigfoot Half Step is the ultimate outdoor step. It is height adjustable and you
can add one or two support handles by simply clipping them in. It halves the height
difference between the door and the ground, allowing the user to be steady on its
large surface before attempting the next step.
The support handles fit in without tools, if you want to avoid permanently fixing a grab rail by
the door and can be removed for transport.
The new design gives an impressive 50 stone (318kg) maximum user weight, with fixed grips
to give our best possible slip resistance.

190kg 50 Stone / 700lbs

Height

Bigfoot
Half Step

Bigfoot
Support Handle

4-5in/10-12.5cm

39in/1m

Part No.

66095

66096

Weight

6.1kg/13.4lbs

1.3kg/2.9lbs

Colour

Green and Black

Black

Metric (LxWxH)

754 x 444 x 10-12.5mm

455 x 45 x 975mm

Imperial (LxWxH)

29.7 x 17.5 x 4-5 inch

17.9 x 1.8 x 38.4 inch

Springbok Handle
The Springbok Handle helps put some spring back in your
step, by providing a second handle on your walking stick.
It is ideal for standing up from a seat, getting out of a car
or even after kneeling down for gardening. Two handles are
much steadier than just one. The handle easily attaches to a
wide range of walking stick diameters, from 19 – 22.5 mm
(0.7 – 0.9 inch). The comfortable handle even springs out of
the way when not needed so you can’t catch it on anything.
An essential extra for every walking stick.
Product Code
68040

28kg

4.5 Stone / 62lbs
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Outdoor Half Steps
• Reduces the step height between a door and the ground outside
• Design gives slip resistance and allows rain to run off
• Can be linked as a platform step for walking frames
Our range of Half Steps have been developed to meet the needs of older or disabled
people who find the height difference between a door and the ground outside too
much to achieve in one go, such as at patio doors. The step halves the height between
the door and the ground, allowing the user to be steady on the large surface before
attempting the next step.

Plastic Half Steps
Our plastic half steps are built for the outdoors: long-lasting even in cold or heat and will
not rust. The step has four over-moulded feet which grip firmly against the ground and offer
adjustability, so that the step can be made level on uneven ground.

Derby Half Step
The Derby Half Step features a slip-resist mat
and comes in 4 inch and 5 inch versions (10/13cm).
The 5 inch step comes complete with a security
fixing kit.

Langham Half Step
The Langham Half Step is an attractive, cost-effective
step with textured surface to provide grip. It is
designed to allow rain to run off, preventing water 		
collecting on top.

Metal Half Steps
The K30 Half Step is strong and steady in use, with
Nylon feet which can be adjusted to the level of
the ground.
Where a walking frame is needed, you may find the
K30L Half Step helpful, as it has a larger surface
suitable for the user and their walking frame.

190kg 30 Stone / 419lbs
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A grab bar like the Prima Outdoor Grab Bar
positioned next to the step, can help the user to
make a steady transfer.
We recommend treading centrally onto the step
surface, rather than onto the edges of the step.

When using a single step, it should be
positioned with its longest side next to
the building.

Linking and Security Kits for Half Steps
The Linking Kit allows two Derby or Langham
Half Steps to be linked together, making a large
platform step suitable for walking frames.
A Security Fixing Kit is also available to fix
a step to the ground, ensuring stability and
preventing theft.

Using two linked steps to make a
platform, put the shorter sides next
to the building.

61094 Linking Kit, 61095 Security Fixing Kit.
Langham Step

Derby Half Step

K30 Metal Half Step

Height

4in/10cm

4in/10cm

5in/13cm

4in/10cm

Part No.

LP/PHS

66091

66092

LP/K30

4in/10cm
LP/K30L

Weight

4kg/8.8lbs

5.1kg/11.2lbs

5.1kg/11.2lbs

6kg/12.8lbs

9kg/19.4lbs

Colour

Black

Grey with black mat

Metal with black frame

Metric (LxWxH)

750 x 435 x 110mm

750 x 435 x 110/127mm

762 x 406/610 x 105mm

Imperial (LxWxH)

29.5 x 17.1 x 4.3 inch

29.5 x 17.1 x 4.3/5 inch

30 x 16/24 x 4.1 inch

Prima Outdoor Grab Bar
• Discreet outdoor grab bar blends in with brickwork
• Strong plastic is warm to the touch, unlike metal rails
• Concealed aluminium core for a high maximum user weight
The Prima Outdoor Grab Bar is the ideal rail for outside, especially
at the front or back door.
The subtle colour allows the bar to blend into its surroundings and
be more discreet when positioned on brickwork, compared to white
metal rails.
The Prima Outdoor Grab Bar is fully weather resistant, with horizontally
over-moulded rubber grips, which help to prevent the users hand slipping
down the rail, even when wet. It is always warm to the touch, and has an oval cross-section
which ergonomically matches the human grip.
It features a high 160 kg (25 stone) [350 lbs] load limit, made possible by a strong concealed
aluminium core, which runs through the middle of the rail. The length is 450 mm (18 inch).
As Grab Bars are subject to some hefty pulls and sudden tugs, it is essential that they
are fitted competently, according to the instructions, or seek professional advice from a
qualified tradesman.
Product Code
6537 Prima Outdoor Grab Bar (Single Retail Pack)
6538 Prima Outdoor Grab Bar (Bulk Pack – 20’s)

160kg

Available Colours
Dark Green with Black grips

25 Stone / 350lbs
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Derby Tipper
• Pour a kettle or teapot without having to lift it
• Makes your existing kettle safer and lighter
• Heat resistant platform provides stability when pouring
Boiling a kettle is an everyday task, but it can be difficult for those with a physical
tremor or a weak grip. The Tipper helps to solve this problem by removing the need
to lift the kettle, making it lighter and safer.
For safety, a Velcro strap is included to anchor the kettle to the Tipper.
We recommend using a small jug to fill the water, so
that there is no need to lift the kettle off the Tipper.
An optional stability base is available, which helps to
secure tall jug kettles and provides a tray to catch
any drips.
Product Code
6031/W Derby Tipper
61031/W Stability base for tipper
60315/W Derby Tipper & Base (complete)

Dimensions (length x width x height)
Metric: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275 x 205 x 200mm
Imperial: . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.8 x 8 x 7.9″

Available Colours
White

Derby Preparation Board
• Designed for single hand use
• Makes it easier to prepare a sandwich
• Hygienic plastic surface for quick cleaning
A food preparation board which creates a stable preparation surface for spreading
with one hand, designed for those with limited hand use.The board is held in place by
its curved lip, which rests against the work surface and by its non-slip contact pads.
The rear of the board keeps bread or other foods in place, preventing them from slipping
around when spreading, or when picking the food up off the board.
Product Code
6029/W Derby Preparation Board

Dimensions (length x width)
Metric: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220 x 220mm
Imperial: . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.7 x 8.7″

Available Colours
White
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Derby Tap Turners
• Suitable for both cross head and crystal taps
• Large colourful handle for easy identification
• Quick to fit, no tools needed
Standard household taps can be difficult to turn, especially for those with poor grip
or arthritis. Derby Tap Turners can solve the problem, by providing a large textured
handle which is easy to push, starting the flow of water.
They can be used on capstan and crystal type taps, with no tools required. The screw-in handle
grips the tap with a soft non-slip lining on the inside, providing the extra leverage needed to
turn them with ease. Colour coded in red and blue enabling those with impaired eyesight to
quickly identify the correct tap.
Product Code
60802 Pair of Tap Turners in Mail Order box
60800 Bulk Pack of five pairs in a Retail box

Available Colours
Set of one blue and one red.

Spill Not
• Helps you open jars and bottles of different shapes and sizes
• One hand operation
• Prevents spills
A kitchen aid to assist those with limited grip or the use of only one hand to open
jars and bottles. Holds the jar steady when opening or spooning out the contents.
Three inverted rubber cones hold a container, from the smallest pill bottle to a large
jar, upright, firm and steady. It will take a variety of shapes and sizes including child proof
containers, from 2.5 cm (1 inch) to 10 cm (4 inch).
Rubber feet help to stop the Spill
Not moving on smooth surfaces. It
can also be fixed permanently onto
a worktop or contained in a drawer
ready for use.
Product Code
6017 Spill Not

Dimensions (length x width x height)
Metric: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245 x 150 x 85mm
Imperial: . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.6 x 5.9 x 3.3″
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Prima Modular Perching Chair
• Quick to assemble and easy to clean
• Angled seat for comfort while doing household jobs
• Adjustable to the ideal height for the user
The Prima Perching Chair positions the user in a semi-standing position so they are
more comfortable while doing kitchen tasks and at the right height for work surfaces.
The sloping seats and arm rests make it easier for the user to rise out of the chair. All of
the range is height adjustable, so the user can adapt it to perfectly meet their needs. Once
adjusted, the legs are secured in place with clips.
The chair has a smooth contoured back rest, shaped to give a more comfortable support for
the user’s back. Each leg has a ferrule at the end which provides grip, even on wet surfaces.
Holes in the metal work help to prevent water collecting inside.
This is part of the Prima Modular Chair Range – see the bathroom section for more.
Steel
Height

Simple Stool

Complete chair
with arms and back

Part No.

66150

66153

Weight

5.2kg/11.5lbs

5.4kg/11.9lbs

Foot Print
420mm (16.5 inches) x 470mm
(18.5 inches) to 480mm (18.9
inches) x 530mm (20.9 inches)
(depending on adjustable leg
height).
Seat Height Adjustment
510mm (20 inches) to 640mm
(25.2 inches).

190kg 30 Stone / 419lbs
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Derwent Trolley
• In-home transport
• Attractive hardwood
• Maintains independence
The Derwent Trolley enables the user to safely transfer food or other heavy items
from one room to another. It is made from attractive Beech wood, with two heat
resistant melamine coated shelves. The top shelf is at the ideal height for sliding a
plate off the worktop/counter and on to the Trolley.
The Trolley has been designed to be comfortable in use, especially for those who may be a little
unsteady on their feet.The lower shelf is cut away at the handle end to keep the shelf away from
the user’s legs, and the far end of the shelves have no lip, making it easier to transfer items on or off
the trolley.
The castors have rubber tyres for easy manoeuvring across carpet, tiles and wood flooring.
Product Code
5572 Derwent Trolley (standard)
5573 Derwent Trolley (compact)
5574 Derwent Trolley (economy compact)
Dimensions
5572 Derwent Trolley Standard
560 x 400 x 960 mm (22 x 16 x 38 inch)
Large castors
5573 Derwent Trolley Compact
400 x 400 x 960 mm (16 x 16 x 38 inch)
Large castors
5574 Derwent Trolley Economy Compact
400 x 400 x 930 mm (16 x 16 x 37 inch)
Small castors

The trolley pictured is the
Economy Compact model.

15kg

2.36 Stone / 33lbs
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Cerebra Sledge
• Beautiful sledge for children with disabilities
• Seat on the back for parents or siblings to join in
• Moves in the snow when wheelchairs get stuck
The Cerebra Sledge was developed for Sarah, who had to sit inside while the other children
in the village went off playing in the snow. She needed a fully supportive seat on a sledge that
would not draw negative attention and would not get stuck in the snow. Designed to last
many winters, it has a low centre of gravity and is fitted with straps, armrests and a lead for
safety. Gordon Ellis & Co are proud to make these high quality wooden sledges for Cerebra.
More details can be found at
www.sledge.gordonellis.com.
Product Code
85-855

Dimensions (length x width x height)
Seat Width  . . . . . . 361mm / 14.2″
Metric: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1190 x 497 x 724 mm
Imperial: . . . . . . . . . . . . 46.9 x 19.6 x 28.5″

Sinclair Wedge
• Holds doors open with no bending
• Easily fits into your bag
• Magnet picks up dropped keys
Holds the door open for you while you go through
it. The telescopic handle means no bending to put
in place. It can even be used to pick up dropped
keys thanks to the built-in magnet. Then simply
put it back in your bag, or hang it on your
wheelchair or door handle.
Product Code
6060 Order in 6’s

Packaging dimensions (length x width x height)
200 x 115 x 40 mm

New Sinclair Wedge
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